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In less than four weeks a nation that loves nostalgia will be entertaining an election not
unlike those a century ago. The election on 3 November 2020 will be fundamentally a “white
man’s election”, the penumbra of protest notwithstanding.

Donald Trump captured the Republican nomination and the election four years ago by
appealing to the populist elements that were opposed to what can actually be called the
Bush-Clinton gang in the GOP. With the necessary money and a salesman’s astute sense of
how to hawk, he overwhelmed the GOP establishment candidates and placed himself on the
wave of those who rightly hated Clinton and certainly had no love for Obama.

Neither Hillary Clinton’s horrid personality nor her legacy could possibly appeal to anyone
except party diehards, gravy train parasites and the academic faux gauche, i.e. those who
bought the synthetic brand Obama in 2008 and became addicted to the product.

Mr Trump’s unexpected win– although not surprising for those who had a sober view of
Clinton– caused considerable upset in the Establishment. As I have noted, but apparently
few others have, while Donald Trump is unsurprisingly rich, he is in fact the first POTUS to
be elected in at least a century who was not previously a senior civil servant, military officer
or professional politician. That of course means that he was not been “trained” how to
behave or instructed as to who really makes decisions for the White House. Although the
mass media have focussed on his business career and his wealth, they conspicuously ignore
the fact that he is also the first person in the White House since 1980 not controlled by the
Bush family![1]

Since in the US no one likes to talk about power as it is really exercised and by whom, four
years have been spent  attacking a mediocre New York real  estate gangster  for  stage
performances that were largely spoiled by the crew behind the curtains. Never mind any
virtues or defects of Donald Trump’s ostensible program or policies since these are not
really important. The most serious problem has been that there was a policy and program
adopted prior to his election that Ms Clinton was supposed to represent and failure to elect
her meant this policy and program had to be pushed without her– against Mr Trump if
necessary.

Donald Trump’s failure to cooperate with those who in fact make policy was manifest in the
frequent changes to high office appointments. Since the only power Mr Trump actually has
had–  not  unlike  Jimmy  Carter–  is  to  appoint  and  dismiss  cabinet  officers  and  some  other
senior bureaucrats, this is what he did. Although his appointments did not give him more
control over the relevant departments, they did cause considerable irritation throughout
senior echelons of the federal bureaucracy. The most obvious disruption arises when people
whose careers  have advanced by following certain  superiors  in  a  given structure find that
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they have a new boss and perhaps even that they are transferred to some part of the
organisation less favourable to their future promotion. For outsiders these changes are
scarcely noticeable but for career civil  servants at the higher management levels such
disruption is taken very seriously. The programs that were dependent for their smooth
implementation on continuity from the Obama-Clinton management were now subject to
administrative  delays  or  even  budgetary  obstacles.  Thus  layers  of  official  Washington  had
reasons to aggravate the obstructions and contribute to the attack on Trump.

As  the  impeachment  proceedings  finally  demonstrated,  the  principal  objections  to  Donald
Trump were nothing more than his frustration of the Establishment program to which the
Bush-Clinton gang was committed. Every effort has been made to show that Donald Trump
as POTUS is  neither  entitled nor  competent  to exercise executive authority.  Nor  is  he
allowed to change Establishment policy (in the form of initiatives under his predecessors).
Yet the US Constitution  does not name failure to adhere to the policies of  a previous
administration as a violation of the law or an impeachable offense. None of those who claim
that Mr Trump is the “worst ever” POTUS seem to have any recollection of George W Bush, a
semi-literate son of the ruling dynasty, re-elected by blatant election fraud with at least one
illegal war to his credit, not to mention the demonstrable corruption in office. No matter how
mediocre  he  may  be,  Donald  Trump’s  record  is  snow white  compared  to  that  of  his
predecessors.

Failing impeachment and removal from office, the immediate effects of the 2015 pandemic
plan  were  then  turned  against  Mr  Trump in  a  last  ditch  attempt  to  show that  he  is
incompetent, if not the cause of the faux pandemic.[2] Clearly a project, which under Ms
Clinton  would  have  been  launched  earlier  (no  doubt  to  profile  her  “leadership”),  was  now
implemented in the hope that it would foil Donald Trump’s re-election chances. However
that was not sticking either.

A serving POTUS rarely has to seek party re-nomination for a second term, the micro-
convention held  by the Republicans was therefore a  formality.  For  years  however  the
Democratic Party has had to contend with its dissident left wing (in the US sense of the
word). Again Bernie Sanders was let into the bullring to take a few stabs at a Trump effigy to
keep the restless in their seats until a suitable nominee could be appointed.

The lockdown—apparently supported mainly by Establishment jurisdictions– was bound to
create a variety of social tensions. Hence the situation was ripe for some creative counter-
insurgency work. It is no secret that police officers, especially but not only in urban forces,
perform contract murders– frequently for those who run the drug business in the area. It
takes little fantasy to imagine that Mr Floyd was assassinated for propaganda reasons. The
rather unusual spread of simultaneous demonstrations following his murder was quicker
than even the Ferguson or Charleston killings several years ago could trigger.[3] Moreover
careful attention to the locations and the composition of the demonstrations ought to have
raised suspicions.

The  demonstrations  in  predominantly  white  cities  like  Portland,  while  forty  years  ago
perhaps sensible venues, were selected for media-effectiveness. White folks demonstrating
in  cities,  where  Blacks  form  an  insignificant  portion  of  the  population,  that  “Black  lives
matter” also makes sense. It is comparable to the US motivation for dropping atomic bombs
on  cities  that  had  not  yet  been  attacked.  These  demonstration  venues  also  have
advantages: The absence of any other distracting activity made the demonstrations the
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easy  focus  of  cameras.  There  were  no  embarrassing  Black  neighbourhoods  to  film  and
maybe raise questions that did not fit the script. The scope of Black issues could be carefully
defined without any real Blacks involved.

One of the tactics of counter-insurgency developed and refined from the Phoenix Program is
the creation of armed propaganda teams that appear and behave like the enemy. BLM is
such  an  organisation,  as  is  Antifa.  Remarkable  about  the  conduct  of  these  two
groups—exhibiting traits of CANVAS coaching– is that they perform a mirror of what whites
thought they saw in the 60s.[4] The propaganda team composed the language by borrowing
heavily from “white” depictions of the Civil Rights movement protests. The point of the
operations was not to mobilize Blacks– on the contrary. The primary aim of the operation is
consolidation of white votes for the Democratic Party. Instead of dressing like the Klan to
intimidate Blacks, they are costumed like Civil Rights protesters to intimidate Whites who
might vote for Trump.

There is another aspect of this campaign that is even more provocative. As the escalation of
sexual identity/ gender based politics has overwhelmed nearly all other opposition issues,
the classical and wholly unresolved issues of economic justice, the plantation prison system,
housing and education, not to mention the militarism that drives US foreign (and domestic
policy) have been obscured. If  one considers the positions taken by arguably the most
radical Black American of his day, Malcolm X, there is nothing in any of his speeches that
would justify or promote the conduct under the banners of BLM and Antifa.[5] Ironically– but
I  believe intentionally–  the excited attention given to Black Lives Matter  and its  allies
actually serves to suppress the fundamental issues of white supremacy upon which the US
is based and that people like Malcolm X and Martin Luther King consistently raised.

Historically elections have been fought for marginal shifts in the allegiance of white voters.
Since the 50s these shifts were occasionally magnified by whether Blacks were able to vote
or not. One could say that Black votes became the “swing” constituency in presidential
elections. This was always a source of conflict within the historically racist Democratic Party.
The mobilisation of Black voters was so contentious that it had even split the party.

Barack Obama conspicuously avoided mentioning King’s name in any of his speeches during
the 2008 presidential  campaign. Yet his speeches were saturated with subliminals that
surely triggered the name in the heads of liberal listeners. (I frequently had to show people
the speeches afterwards to prove that he had never said “King”.) This practice continued
throughout his two-terms. Surely he was awarded the Nobel  Peace Prize so quickly to
consecrate his election as if he were “Martin Luther King”, without being him. At the same
time the “right Black man” was finally given the prize.

Black Lives Matter consortium was invented and funded to promote virtual Black protest
with subliminal messages aimed at white voters in the same way the Obama campaign was
contrived. In the view of the Establishment, real Black Americans are too offensive to whites
and too unreliable politically. Moreover there is a standing policy in the Democratic Party not
to  mobilize  Blacks  except  under  the  most  controlled  conditions.  Ideally  these  are  the
conditions  under  which what  Black Agenda Report  calls  the “Misleadership  Class”  can
manipulate them. So what we have in fact is the product of a long-standing practice of the
historical Democratic Party, a Black movement without any Blacks. The core of this armed
propaganda has modernised the minstrel show in a violent and destructive manner.

These Democratic Party covert operations are designed to smear Donald Trump without
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staining the Democrats themselves. It is another strategy for capturing the “swing vote”
without any obligation to serve the constituency whose ballots it needs. It aims—like in
elections  a  century  ago—to  stuff  the  ballots  for  a  Southern  racist  (Biden)  against  a
carpetbagger  (Trump)  and,  regardless  of  who  wins,  leave  everything  else  just  as  the
Establishment wants it.

*
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Notes

[1] This author contends that essentially from the election of Ronald Reagan in 1980 until 2016, the
Bush family has directly or indirectly controlled the White House. GHW Bush exercised this control as
vice president for two terms, as POTUS for one. Bill Clinton was essentially co-opted into the Bush gang
while governor of Arkansas when the state was being used as a hub for drug running by CIA assets. GW
Bush then served two terms and was relieved by Barack Obama, a person with a long and intimate
relationship to the US intelligence services with which the Bush family also enjoys a historically strong
connection. Hence “bipartisanship” in the US has been based upon domination of both major parties by
an alliance of the Bush family and the Clinton couple. However, were the same configuration to be
identified in another country, e.g. the Soviet Union/ Russia, the conclusion would be reached
immediately that the intelligence agencies or even criminal syndicates have undue control over the
executive. For example, it has been commonplace to identify Russian President Vladimir Putin as a
former KGB officer. It was very rare that US President GHW Bush was introduced as a former head of
the CIA. By treating the entire US system as sui generis there is virtually no analysis of power
relationships and structures pertaining to the USA in categories or concepts that permit comparison
with other regimes. This is deliberate and not accidental, another aspect of so-called “exceptionalism”.

[2] Although the extent to which prior planning exercises occurred and public statements were made by
various prominent individuals suggest that the conditions for the so-called pandemic in 2020 could have
been man-made, any culpability remains deniable.

[3] On 9 August 2014, Michael Brown was murdered by a white police officer in Ferguson, Missouri, a
town in Greater St. Louis. On 17 July 2015, nine parishioners were murdered in the Emanuel African
Methodist Episcopal Church in Charleston, SC, including the senior pastor, by one Dylann Roof.

[4] CANVAS, the Center for Applied Non-Violent Action and Strategies, is the successor organisation to
OTPOR, a Serbian consultancy specialised in training for revolutions. It played a major role during the
NATO war against Yugoslavia, coaching civilian opposition to the Serbian government. See
http://www.canvasopedia.org and The Revolution Business http://www.journeyman.tv/film/5171

[5] https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=auWA7hMh5hc Malcolm X delivered a speech at the Oxford
Union, 3 December 1964
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